Virtual reality is just emerging as an accepted scientific discipline for medicine. 
fields. As computer power and the level of visual realism increases, there are more applications relevant to the medical profession. While not comprehensive, herein is contained a survey of representative applications, many of which were initiated for military medical applications for combat casualty care but have now migrated into civilian applications. The thread that ties these seemingly unrelated applications is the ability to represent a person as a 3-D data set, epitomized by the accomplishments of the Visible Human Project (discussed below). In accepting such a 3-D image as a representation of the real person (a "medical avatar"), there are enabled new applications in the areas of education and training (simulators), certification (simulators), and diagnosis (virtual endoscopy). Thus, those technologies that enhance the realism [visual, acoustic, and haptic (sense of touch)] of a simulation are in the direct pathway to new products in the twenty-first century. Problems that require solution to realize a fully interactive clinical system include real-time 3-D segmentation, registration, image fusion, image enhancement with digital signal processing, massive data base transmission (codec) and storage, and intuitive interfaces to interact with the data.
Out of the scientific accomplishments of flight simulators and 3-D graphics visualization, virtual reality for surgical simulation and medical training began in the late 1980's. Delp and Rosen [1] created one of the first virtual-reality systems to investigate alternative surgical procedures (tendon transplants) of the lower leg (Fig. 1) . In 1991, Satava [2] created the first abdominal-surgery simulator, using images of organs created in a simple graphics drawing program (Fig. 2 ). They were neither realistic nor highly interactive, but the simulator provided the opportunity to fly around and through the anatomy and to "practice" a surgical procedure with virtual instruments. Within 18 months, Merrill [3] of High Techsplanations created a highly sophisticated graphic representation of the human torso, with organs that simulated physical properties such as bending or stretching when pushed and pulled or edges U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright. retracting when cut (Fig. 3) . The landmark event was the 1994 release of the National Library of Medicine's "Visible Human" project under Dr. M. Ackerman, which provided images that were reconstructed from an actual person's data set. The virtual cadaver was created by Spitzer and Whitlock [4] of the University of Colorado from 1871 slices, 1 mm in thickness, that had been digitized and stored in the computer. In rendering the images, there was near photorealism (Fig. 4) ; however, there were no properties because the entire power of the computer was used in portraying the image. Later that same year, Delp [5] used the Visible Human leg to create a "Limb Trauma Simulator" (Fig. 5) . The image did not look as realistic as the Visible Human because so much computer power was used for the tissue properties, bleeding, wounding, and instrument interaction that a less realistic visual image resulted. However, this model permitted debridement of the wound, removal of bone fragments, and stopping of hemorrhage. The purpose of this simulator is to decrease the number of animals that need to be wounded in order to train physicians and medics in the essentials of combat casualty care and trauma management.
In 1995, Dr. J. Levy constructed a surgical simulator for hysteroscopy. This system incorporated a simple haptic device for the hysteroscopic instruments and imported patient-specific anatomy and pathology. Now for the first time, surgeons could practice on exactly the same virtual pathology that they would encounter in their patient. When the anatomy is not extremely complex, a near photorealistic image with full tissue properties and haptic input can be achieved, such as the central venous catheter placement simulator (Fig. 6 ) by Higgins [6] of HT Medical, Inc. In 1996, Boston Dynamics, Inc. [7] introduced their taskoriented surgical simulator with high-fidelity haptics with the Phantom Haptic Device, focusing upon individual tasks such as anastomoses, ligating and dividing, etc. rather than full procedures. And within the field of catheterbased endovascular therapy, simulators of catheter systems with balloon angioplasty and stent placement are being developed (Fig. 7) .
There are four levels of simulators, and it is now time to begin implementing the simulators based upon matching capabilities of the simulators to the educational curriculum. The levels are: 1) needle-type simulators, as in spinal tap, intravenous needle insertion, central venous catheter placement, liver biopsy, etc., which have simple visual objects and minimal axis of a single haptic device;
2) catheter/scope type, in which the view on the video monitor will change in relation to movement of a control handle (in a scope) or catheter (as in angioplasty);
3) task-oriented simulations, such as cross clamping, ligate and divide, anastomoses, etc., with one or two instruments; 4) full operative procedures.
The lower level simulators exist today with rather high levels of visual and haptic fidelity and are capable of significant educational value, while the higher level simulations that exist have lesser fidelity, and the expectations of the educational content must be scaled back. The task-level procedures have been subjected to analysis, and the training transfer (the amount of time in the simulator that is equal to the time on actual animal or patient training) is about 25-28%. This means that every hour of simulator is equal to 15 min (25% of an hour) of operating time on an animal. Based upon current standards for flight simulators, it could be expected that the training transfer for surgical simulators should achieve about 50-55%.
While there is a significant improvement needed from a technology standpoint, it is time to begin implementing the simulators at the level that will provide added value. The critical feature now is not the technology but matching the curriculum to the level of technology. For example, in a simulation of an anastomoses (task level), a blood vessel or ureter can accurately be visualized and physically modeled to teach medical students and beginning residents the essentials of surgical skills. The content focuses upon how to perform an anastomoses and basic instrument techniques. The expectation of the student is not that they will suture organs that are indistinguishable from a real structure but that the model will behave as realistically as a real structure-the educational content is tailored to the technology. As computer power increases, so too will the level of realism.
Hand in hand with the development of surgical simulation is the use of real patient data from computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans to perform diagnostic procedures on the data set instead of inserting invasive or minimally invasive instruments into the patients. The currently accepted term is "virtual endoscopy." This can be applied to those areas where endoscopic procedures are performed but also has the opportunity to explore areas not amenable to endoscopic procedures-parts of the body that are too dangerous (inside the eye) or too small (inner ear) to be accessible to real instruments. The process of virtual endoscopy consists of performing a standard helical CT scan of the area of the body of concern and "segmenting" the various organs and tissues. By applying sophisticated "flight path" algorithms (derived from terrain following algorithms for military aircraft), the organ can be "flown through," with the resulting image being comparable to performing the examination with a video endoscope [8] . Areas providing initial success are the lungs, colon (Fig. 8) , stomach, kidney-ureters-bladder, uterus, sinuses, and ventricles of the brain. Other areas, such as the inner ear (Fig. 9) and ganglion, are being explored [9] .
The level of resolution of structure is now at 0.3 mm, which is adequate for diagnosis of structural abnormalities that cause distortion of a surface, such as polyps, cancers, or ulcers. The surface renderings are generic texture maps; therefore, the many disease states that do not distort the anatomy (many infections, very flat and superficial cancers, ischemia, etc.) are not able to be diagnosed at this time. However, an attempt to provide a "look-up table" that correlates Hounsfield units of a CT scan to organ-specific color and texture has been successfully demonstrated. Thus, once the problem of accurate, real-time registration is solved, it will be possible for the virtual organs to not only be anatomically correct but have precisely accurate coloration. With these capabilities, virtual endoscopy can be used for diagnosis, not therapy. There are a number of energy-directed methods, however, such as highintensity focused ultrasound or laser or cryotherapy, that will permit precise localization of diseases that can then be destroyed (through coagulation, protein denaturing, or freezing) totally noninvasively. By using the patient's image during the procedure, by data fusion, the physician can intraoperatively augment precision localization in real time through data fusion and stereotaxis. The result is the ability to provide a higher level of patient care by enhancing the physician's capabilities above frail human limitations.
The potential of these examples (and similar information and 3-D visualization-based innovative and nontraditional approaches to medicine) can be best illustrated by the results of a "blue sky" brainstorming session in late 1995. This rudimentary idea is referred to as the "doorway to the future" and touches upon how information representation of actual anatomy (referred to as "informa- tion equivalents" of the actual organs and tissues) tie together the fabric of medicine. It was inspired by the many technologies under investigation and integrates them into a meaningful system of complementary technologies. The following scenario is used to illustrate one possible portion of the future 20, 50, or perhaps 100 years from now.
A patient enters a physician's office and passes through a doorway, the frame of which contains many scanning devices, from CT scan to MRI to ultrasound to near infrared and others. These scanners acquire not only anatomic data but also physiologic and biochemical (like the pulse oximeters) data. When the patient sits down next to the physician, a full 3-D holographic image (Fig. 10) of the patient appears suspended upon the desktop-a visual integration of the information acquired just a minute before by the scanners. When the patient expresses the complaint of pain over the right flank, the physician can rotate the image, make various layers transparent, and query the representation of the patient's liver or kidney regarding the lactate dehydrogenase, serumglutamicoxaloacetic transaminase, alkaline phosphatase, serum creatinine, or other relevant information. This information and more is stored in each pixel of the patient's representative image (a medical avatar) such that the image of each structure and organ (such as the liver) stacks up into a "deep pixel" all the relevant information about the structure. Each pixel contains not only anatomic data but biochemical physiologic data, past historical data, etc. so that information can be revealed directly from the image rather than searching through volumes of written medical records or a prolonged computer data base search. Should a problem or disease be discovered, the image can be immediately used for patient education, instantly explaining to the patient on their own avatar what the problem might be. Should a surgical problem be discovered, this same image can be used by the surgeon for preoperative planning or imported into a surgical simulator to practice a variety of different approaches to a difficult surgical procedure that will be performed upon the patient the next morning. At the time of operation, the image can be fused with a video image and used for intraoperative navigation or to enhance precision, as in stereotactic surgery. During the postoperative visits, a follow-up scan can be compared to the preoperative scan, and using digital subtraction techniques, the differences can automatically be processed for outcomes analysis. Since the avatar is an information object, it can be available and distributed (through telemedicine) at any time and any place. Thus, this single concept of replacing the written medical record (including X-ray and other images) with the 3-D visual record of a medical avatar permits the entire spectrum of health care to be provided with unprecedented continuity.
Without doubt, not all of these technologies will be developed in precisely the manner indicated above, and many other technologies not mentioned will have an even greater impact than those currently envisioned. We now have information tools that can fundamentally and totally revolutionize our approach to patient care-tools that are existent today and are based upon known and provable science. While it is true that we must stringently evaluate the technologies and concepts with all known scientific rigor, we must not discard these powerful ideas because of our Industrial Age preconceptions.
